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APPEALS MQl~HOUT BRIEFS: EVALUATION OF AN 

APPEALS EXPEDITING PROGRAM IN THE N~H CIRCUIT 

·By John E. Shaparq) 

Federal Judicial Center 
March 1984 

o 

This paper is a product of a study undertaken in furtherance 
of the Center's statutory mission to conduct and stimulate re
search And development on matters of judicial administration. 
The analyses, conclusions, and points c;>f view are thos~ of the 
author. 1[1 J This work has been subjected to staff review within the 
Center, land puplication signifies that it is regarded as respon
sible ar[d valuable. It should be emphasized, however, that on 
matters of policy the Center speaks only through its Board. 
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Beginning in ~o, t~e Unit,ed state~ '~ourt of Appeal;,s for 

the Ninth Circuit ini~t:ed an Appeals Without Briefs" (AWB) Pro-k' , 
gram intended to expedite0'disPb€i-:t~on of civil a'ppeals presenting 

relatively famili,ar and straightforward issues. The program was 

terminated in February 198J. Only about sixty cases were h~ndled 

under the program during its existence, but this limited experi-

ence produced sufficient problems to persuade a majority of the 

court .to halt the program. This report offers an evaluation of 

that program. Its objective is to investY4ate the problems en-
(l-' 

countered in the Ninth Circuit program and thus to suggest 

changes that might lead to more successful future incarnations of 

the AWB concept. 

Nature of the Program 

The planned treatment'of cases in the AWB program differed 

from normal treatment in three ways. 'First, counsel in program 

cases were to :e,ile "preargument statements" rather than briefs, 

with one statement from each side and no reply statement. The 
C'i> 

pre argument statement was intended to differ f:t;',om a brief in two 

important respects: It was to be no more than five pages in 

length (as contrasted with the fifty-page limit imposed by rule 

28(g) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure), and it was 
~) 

not to contain an argument, but instead a list of citations to 

principal cases and to the pages of the. record on which the party 

intended to rely at oral argument. Second, AWB cases were to be 
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given priority in calendaring, resulting in an argument date be

tween four and fourteen months earlier than normal (depending on 

whether the case had statutory hearing prior~ty). Third, there 

was to be no fixed maximum on the time allowed for oral argument, 

and each party was to be guaranteed at least half an hour to ar-

't 1 gue 1. s case. 

Cases were selected for participation in the program in one 

of byo ways. Most cases entered the program automatically, on 

the basis of a docketing statement filed with every civil appeal 

that revealed the natur.e of the issue and the nature of the dis

position below. Thus, coun~e1 in cases meeting specific require

ments regarding nature of issue and of disposition were notified 

of the case's selection and were advised that either party could 
I. 

remove th~:,case from the program by filing a statement of reasons 

within fourteen days. Ninety cases were placed in the program in 

this manner, and forty-three of those (47 percent) were removed 

by,~ounsel. The requirements for automatic inc1us~on in the pro

gram were intended to identify cases most likely to present few 

and noncomplex issues and to involve. a relatively limited record 

on appeal. The bulk of cases entering the program in this fash

ion were appeals from dispositions by summary judgment or dismis-

1. This statement of requirements for the preargument 
statement, expedition of the argument date, and time allotted for 
argument is based on the letter sent to counsel upon a case's 
entry into'the program. There is evidence that program cases 
were not argued earlier than they would h~ve bee~ ~nder ~orma1 
procedures (see note ~ infra) ~ that not all part1.cl.pant ]udges w 

understood the requirements for the preargument statement, ~nd 
that not all preargument statements conformed to these requl.re
ments. 

, 

l 

I 

1 
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sal, and the majority presented issues involving social security 

or habeas corpus. In addition, cases not selected to participate 

on the basis of the docketing statement could enter the program 
;/'\ 

upon stipulation of counse1.~~,~~.J)Out 15 percent of the program 

cases entered in this manner. 

Summary of Evaluation Results 

The Federal Judicial Center conducted an evaluation of the 

AWB program on the basis of questionnaires completed by circuit 

judges and counsel participating in the program, who were asked 

to answer questions pertaining to the cases argued in the pro~ 

gram. In addition, judges were asked to identify other cases 

they thought suitable for AWB treatment by checking a box on the 

form with which they regularly review the case weight assigned to 

cases heard under normal (briefed) procedur.e. Questionnaires 

were then sent to counsel in these other cases, asking their 

opinions of the desirability of AWB treatment in the identified 

cases. When the AWB program waS abandoned by the court, a letter 

was sent to each active Ninth Circuit judge soliciting the 

judge'~ candid opinion of the program, the reasons for its aban-

donment, and the prospects for remedying the program's defects. 

Because the focus of this report is on problems encountered 

with the AWB p~ogram, the questionnaire results are merely summa

rized here; detailed analysis of those results is presented in 

the appendix. 
,,' 

~ The most striking feature. of the questionnaire responses is 

the contrast "between the surprising uniformity of opinion amdng 
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counsel and the rather extreme diversity of opinion among judges. 

Judges' experiences in specific cases varied in almost every way. 

There were roughly equal numbers of cases in which the ~udges 

rated the program very favorably, in which they rated the program 

very negatively, and in which two judges hearing a particular 

case rated the program in oppos,ite~-wa§s (e.g., one judge rating 
r-;':"-~ 

£' the experience with the pro~ram as very positive or very nega-

tive, the other judge rating the experience in the opposite fash

ion or neutrally). In contrast, 70 percent of those counsel re

sponding to the questionnaire (75 percent) rated the program 

favorably in regard to the case in which they participated, and 

more than 90 percent rated the program generally as a good or . 

promising idea. A handful of cases fell into either of two ex-

tremes: one in which both judges and counsel participating in 

the case thought the program quite successful, the other in which 

both groups thought the program a clear failure. 

Probl:ems with the Program 

From the questionnai,re results, as wefl as from the letters 

provided by circuit judges after the program was terminated, a 

reasonably clear picture emerges of the perceived strengths and 

f th Before t hese are recounted, however, weaknesses 0 e program. 

it is importan~ to take note of aft analogous program undertaken 

by the Third District Court of Appeal in Sacramento, one of five 

1 , C l'f . 2 After a, year of intermediate courts of appea ~n a ~ orn~a. 

2. All information regarding the Sacramento progdramti'ds b 
based on a report of an evaluation of that program con uc-e y 

.. 

<' 
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operation of the court's Expedited Appeal Program, and the dis-
o , 

position of 261 8 cases under the program, both judges and counsel 

were favorably impressed. It ~.s particularly useful to refer to 

the Sacramento program as we eJ{amine the Ninth Circuit's AWB pro

gr.am, because the Sacramento p'rogram differs in approach in 
I) 

regard to many of the probl,!3m~, perceived in the Ninth Circuit 

program. The favorable perceJ'tion of the Sacramento program im-
J',' 

plies that these differences tn approach may be effective reme

dies for the problems encount:'ered in the Ninth Circuit. 

The Preargument statement 

Foremost among the judgs!s' complaints about AWB cases was 

the absence of briefs. Humorous though this result may be, it 

does not necessarily suggest ~hat the concept of the program is 

fatally flawed, for several reasons. Firs~, the essence of the 

concept is not that the appeal proceed without briefs, but that 

oral argument be emphasized, with a concomitant de-emphasis on 
~ . 

written argument. Second, the absence of conventional briefs was 
~ ~ 

often (but not always) cited by judges only as an indirect prob

lem--as the cause of inadequate preparation on the part of coun-
.jl -:::f 

gel. These judges expressed dissat~sfaction because counsel were 

either poorly prepared or off-target in their arguments, and sug

gested that this problem would have been avoided had counsel gone 

, ~' 

the American Bar Association's Action CO~,d..sgion to Reduce Court 
Costs and Delay and on dtscussion with Joy Chapper, Esq., of the 
commission's staff. Chapper &.Hanson, Expedited Procedures for 
Appellate Courts: Evidence from California's Third District 
Court of Appeal, 42 U. Md. ''L. Rev. 696 (1983). 
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\ through the thought proc~ss necessary to present written argu-

ments. These ju~;es thu~eemed to be saying that problems arose 

because courtsel had not wr~tten briefs, not because the judges 
V 0 ,\" 

had no b~iefs to read. ". 0 c?"~ 
~ 

Nqnetheless, a number ofJ~~ges found the absence of briefs 
,\~ , -

to be a direct problem, which, in\ny instances, can probably 1:>e 

,attribut;~ to. poor case SelectiOl)-~me cases in the AWE program 

were simply not suibed for it. (Poor\~se selection is discussed 

separateiy below.) ~~et some judges eXPJ='es~ed dissatisfaction 
r, Ii h 

<:; " 

with the absence of briefs even in cases that were arguably/ 

suited for hearing based on s~me~hing" less than the tradliifonal 
(: ~ )) ,~ 

full brief. D The most serious objection made by these judges was 

that the AWB program significantly increased the amount of time 
a 0 

the cases ctemanded of them, requiring them to do the work that j,.s 

" '. 0 
ordinarily and~more properly done by counsel in the course of 

Ji , 

brief preparation. Correspondingly, an important ~dvantage se~no, 

by c9unsel was that the program reduced the time the cases de

manded of counsel. 

Jt does not ~eciessarily follow that briefs of the tradi-

tional kind are the only~remedy to the problems presented by the 

preargument statement. The qualitative ditference between the 
o 

AWB progr'am IS preargument ptatement and a traditional bri'ef is 
B' • 

the absence of a i~1ritten argument, which deprives the judge of o 

two distinguishable aids for hearing and decision making. Writ

ten argument includes bot.h allegations of the relevant principles 
, n 

" 0, ..... , if ,~>'e. 

embodied in case and statute lawi"and the argument proper, which 
:). U ~, 

sugge!3ts how tho~e P7'inciples apply to the facts of the case in 

8 

, 
, , 

-:i, l' 

f 
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support of the-result sought by' the 'l';t';gant. h 
... ... T e pre argument 

statement included only citations to 

,which d old' not ' /. ... necessarily inform the 
/'i 

relevan,t,cases and statutes, 

judges-about either the 
principles of the cases and statutes 

citeq or the arguments coun-
sel intended to "advance on the basis of tho'se 

"principles. 
;:) 

Something more than a 
,/fi'-Jl preargument statement but less than a 

( ~~" 1{'1 brief might be ff' \(:,~_. su ~cient as a basis for judges' effective 

statement should include an tl' 

use of oral argument. 
Some judges suggested that the preargument 

ou ~ne of counsel's arguments and 

~rief summaries of th~ holdings of relevant cases. 
This is ap-

parently similar to the practice in appellate review in 

Australia, where briefs are ft 
o en no more than four or five 

pages. 
Another alternative suggested by both jridgeshand counsel 

was to employ conventional briefs lim';ted to' 1 
... IJ re atively few 

pages. 

The Sacramento program contrasts with ,t'h'e 
AWB program in 

that a condition of t" , 
par ~c~pat~on is attorneys' agreement to sub-

mit briefs not exceeding ten pages ( 
Q as opposed to t~e fifty-page 

limit under state rules),. C' 
,:lacramento judges evidently are quite 

satisfied withtheseQbriefs,finding them ~horter and perhaps 

more focused and concise than those filed 
~nder Co~ventional pro-
o cedures. "More than half f h 

o t e attorneys interviewed in th~ 
\~ . 

e '--I t' 
v~ ua ~on of the Sacramento pr~gram reported spending less time 

iIt" b~ief preparation 'than under ordinary procedures" (very few 

spent more time). It I' k 
' seems un ~,ely that this, was a consequence 

of the se~ectioJl of only sim~l~ cases for the program. CasesDin' 

that program accounted for fully half 
of the cases disposed of on 

o 

,0 

o 
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h court ordinarily 
of the cases that t e, 

t he merit~:,included few d 
are ordinarily decide 

argument (about 15 percent 
decide.s wi~thout 

" 

'on the br:te,fs), 
h d opinions with higher fre

and yield~d,publis e, 
20 percent) ( all of which 

than nOrnlal '{29 percent versus 
quency . 0 the ' ~ .' ' , I simple cases. n 

these were not nec~ssar~ y 
suggests that f 

' the actual reduction in brie 
oth§r ha'nd, it is curious that i' 

, ap,. p~ared rather 
, h d by the Sacramento .p,rogram 

length accompl~s e 

modest. 
in the Sacramento program 

The average brief length for c~ses 

d With an estimated average 
3 which can be contraste was ten pages, . 

rable cases not in the program 
ages for compct length of fOUrteen p 

of between eleven and twenty pages for 
and with a median length 

, 't 4 At least two,explana-
noncomplex cases in the Ninth C~rcu~ • 

, ncy between, per-
f;' t d for this apparent d~screpa.· , 

tions can be sugges e, 'cO , 

, . e--the percept~on 
in the Sacramento" exper~enc '.' 

ception a~d fact h t 
and more focused and t a 

were shor, ter, mo're conci se , 
that briefs 

- ~ 

that briefs 
, tpem, and the fact 

counsel sp.ent Ie,ss time prepar,~ng. 

were not much ,shorter than usual. 

, h ;s concis.e and well a brief wh~c., .... 

easy. to se&: that First, it is 

focused may seem sh~rter than a 

less I] cop.cise and f.~.)(:;oused qrief of equal length. 
Perhaps the dif-

, 1 des the length of the state-

.-,. ........ --.... i 
I 

" \ 

.. 

3 •. Th;s figure presumably ~nc u men""" The ten-page .... '. , h t f the argul... I .. 
ment of :f~ts as; we+l as ~c a old d the statement of facts. 
limi t ip. the Sacram.~nto. program exc u e 

'ewed by Ninth Circuit staff attor-
4. A survey of cases r..ev~. f January 1981 indicated a " 

neys during the firs~ thr7e-;:~k: ~eleven to twenty pa~es) ,f?r 
median brief leng~h ~n ,~h~S, ht g of 5 or less (on tI;e c·~rcu~t St 
the 251 cases ass~gned a we~g. orIO). The remain~ng 30 cases, 
weighting scale of 1, 3, 5d,7-f brief length of between forty-one 
weighted 7 or 10~. had a me ~an" 
and fifty pages. . c '. p 

. < \ \ 

~ ) 
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ferenceLin page limitations--between ten pages and fifty pages--

caused counsel to r~spond with more pointed briefs. Second, the 

invitation to participate in the Sacramento program was extended 
.. 

in the course of a settlement conference conducted by a judge. 

Such an invitation may constitute a convincing message that the 

judge regards the caSe as presenting few significant issues. 
c 

This may have led counsel to focus their briefs on those few is-

sues and therefore produce briefs in less time and that seemed 

shorter than usual. 5 

Selection of Cases 

As mentioned above, another problem that occurred with si~-

nificant frequency in the AWB program was the inclusion of cases 

ill-suited for argument based only on a short preargument state-

mept. There are some striking examples. Ope case, which the 

court ordered briefed after AWB argument, involved a lO,OaO-page 
o 

transcript. In ,another, the issue was the constitutionality of a 

state death penalty statute, which the court deemed too signifi

can.t to be decided without full briefing. In a number of other 

cases,'the judges clearly stated that the cases would have been 

much easier to handle had they been briefed. 

At the same time, a number of AWB cases were handled with 

complete satis~action in the opinion of both counsel and judges. 

Comme~ts of judges and counsel in these cases noted that the un-
o 

5. It is unlikely that t~e s~ttlement judge's invitation to 
participat,e was unduly influential, l;>ecause that judge was never 
a member of the panel that heard and decided the case. 

6 
·"),:- .. :::t:;::;:!:t~~',t;~~~,c:!:.:'.e:~-,.'O"~=~::::::r...':;.~~ •. ~~=~,e::::::;;:..~~~~~~~,.~~~~~;~",~~ •. """,-"...-..,...,.;:-"" ",,-,,~,,",,","""~~'" ·!> .. ...,.~""~·""""'~"ft.t-t<:~"\!;',~:,~·:···.~_._:. 
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limited (but not necessarily lengthy) oral argument allowed them 

quickly to narrow discussion to the central issues and to explore 

these issues very satisfactori~y. The briefs were not missed" 

either because the issue had been fully briefed in the court be

low or because the legal issues were straightforward and the fac

tual circumstances simple. In addition, ,over a period of twelve 

months, judges identified 125 cases argued under normal proce

dures that they thought would have been suited for the AWB 

program. 
('" 

The Sacramento program is again notable in contrast. Cases 

were selected for that program not by reference to any specific 

criteria, but on a case-by-case basis. Initially the selection 

was made by the judge presiding at a settlement· conference held 

after receipt of the lower court record, but before briefing. 

Subsequently, however, the court ins~ituted' a requirement that 

the appellant submit a preargument 'statement in every case, and 

beg~n to select cases for invitation to the expedited appeals 

program solely on the basis of those statements (but still with-

out reference to specific selection criteria). Counsel accepted 

the invitation in about 80 percent of the 'cases. One of the ,rea-

sons the court chose to select cases on an individual basis. 

rather than by use of specific criteria was its concern that 

counsel might "seek to participate in the program in inappropriate 

cases merely to obtain the expedited hearing (a target of seventy 

days from start of briefing to argument) that was a key element 

of the program. 

.. , 

I c 

-,--'~-------.--------
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Confusion about the Prog~am 

Another problem that occurred with some frequency in AWB 

cases is more in the natureof.an administrative problem than of 

any systematic flaw in the progr' am. I tIt t n a eas wo cases, ques-

tionnaires received from counsel alleged that the judges were not 

aware of the existence of preargument statements until those 
l' §itateme~ts were mentioned in the course ofo;ral arg~ment (these' 

attorpeys' statements were buttressed by the fact that no ques-
':;p 

tionnaires were received from judges in those cases, although it 
<J '~,~';::t 

was the c1uty of court persoimel to supply quesfionnaires to the 

judges). If·the judges were in·fact not aware of the preargument 

statement, a serious lack of understanding on·the part of at 

least some judges about the nature of the program issugges~ed. 

There weL}~also a number of instances '~n ~ which counsel and judges 

clearly did not have the same view about what' a preargument 

statement was, sup' posed to be. I th n one case, eattorney was sur-

prised when a jUdge chastised him for 'citing cases in the pre-

l:"argument state' ment. In noth' ,. , a er case, counsel apparently tried 

(without success) to comp};,§ss a traditional bri'ef into the -five

page J,imitation. These incidents suggest that the potential suc

cess of the program wa.s in several " cases undermined by misunder

standings. 

Circumstances in Which the Program Was Tested 

Alth~ugh not bearing on the success of the program for spe

cific cases, the circumstances, in wh':ch ",t' he AWE ..., progD;fJtl.'ll, was 

adopted may well have limi t~d its chances o,foverall success. 
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Comments of some Ninth Circuit' judge~;,suggest that the decision c 

I' 

to abandon the prog~aU!Fi~y have been due in part to the rather 

difficult circumstances of the.court in recent years. At the 

time the AWB program began, the Ninth Circuit was experiencing 

severe problems of delay and a rising caseload. The court had 

~Andertaken a number of innovations to try to gain control of its 

case load problems, not the least of wq,ich was an agreement simply 

to work harder and meet higher productivity targets. Under these 

circumstances, it is not surprising that some)judges were partic

ularly impatient with the AWB program when some AWB cases seemed 

to require more work than they would have under normal circum

stances. In addition, some of the jud~Jes made it clear that tliey 
I; 

had disliked the AW~' idea from the outset and did not agree that 

it was worth testing. 

The circumstances surrounding the I;>rogram's adoption afford 
I 

still another contlrast between the AWB and the Sacramento pro-
'I 

grams. At the ti~ne the Sacramento pI;ogram was adopted, the Third 

District's casela::ad statistics compared well with those of other 
II, 

courts, and the c'burt was fully current ·with its argument calen-

dar (oral ,argument was not delayed because of excessive case

load). The goal in undertaking the program was simply to reduce 

" elapsed time for processing civil appeals, without increasing the 

6 judge time consuml9d by individual case§,.' In addition, the' 

6. The evaluation report mentions that the court was "look
ing for ways to enhance its ab:\.lity to keep abreast of its in
creasing caseload," (Chapper & Hanson, supra not.e 2, at 701). 
But as discussed, at note 9 infra, the S,acramento program served 
that goal by virt,'ue of increased productivity by support staff, 
not by reducing ~!he average judge time consumed per case. 

I! 
II , 
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Sacramento court is smaller than the Ninth Circuit, with only 

seven judges and a compact geographic area. It does not appear 

that any of the Sacramento judg,es opposed the program, before or 

after its implementation. The only significant administrative 

" challenge posed by the Sacramento program was that of ensuring 

that the court could prepare for argument within ;the target of 

thirty days after briefs were filed. This was accomplished in 

part by assigning one of the court's thirteen staff attorneys to 

work exclusively on program cases. The attorney read the briefs, 

did additional research ,where needed, and prepared a memorandum 

for the judges, delivering all materials to the panel about one 

week before argument. Though the judges had but one week to pre

pare for argument, they reported that this was sufficient. 

Benefits and Burdens of a Revised,AWB Program 

If the problems encountered in the AWB program can be cor

rected, what benefits and burdens are likely to ensue from such a 

program? The tentative and general answer seems to be that such 

a program can benefit litigants by increasing speed of case dis .... 

position and reducing costs" but that it is less likely to pro

duce clear savings for the courts and is fairly certain to impose 

some administrative burdens on court personnel. 
r 

The featur~ o,f these programs that counsel most often men

tioned as valuable is that they permitted cases to be decided 

considerably faster than would pccur under normal procedures. 

But this increased speed was aqcotnplished at least in part by ar

tificial means: The cases were 'simply given prompter hearir(~ 
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dates. In the Ninth Circuj.t, this expedition was accomplished 
'-l 

principally by giving program cases priority in calendaring as an 

incentive for pa~ticipation.7 These cases could just as well 

have been heard taster than normal if they had been fully 

briefed. In the Sacramento program, the expedition was accom-

plished partly as a result of counsel's agreeing to prepare 

briefs in less time than normal and partly as a result of the 

court's scheduling these caSe.s for earlier-than-normal argument 
8 

and deciding them more promptly after argument. 

Another very important benefit of both the Ninth Circut~ and 

the Sacramento programs is that counsel thought the programs 

caused a reduction in the time they expended on the appeal, re-' 

suIting in cost savings for litigants. In the Ninth Circuit pro

gram, this benefit was characterized by a number of judges and 

7. It is not clear from the data that these cases were in 
fact calendared more promptly than they would have been under 
normal procedures. When one looks at the time from filing of 
briefs to oral argument, no difference appears between program 
cases and either of two groups of comparison cases: those that 
were selected" for the program but then removed by counsel and 
those heard under normal procedures that the judges identified as 
suited for AWB treatment. But even if the program cases were not 
expedited, it, is nonetheless important that counsel thought they 
were and regarded the apparent expedition as valuable. On the '-(; '",:, " 
other hand, even though the AWB program did not reduce the time 
allowed for briefing, the average time between receipt -of the 
complete record and filing of the last brief was about 50 days 
shorter for AWB cases than the norm of 130 days for the compari-
son cases. 

8. The actual tilme consumed by briefing was reduced by 
about 75 percent, from an average of 120 days to an average ·of 30 
days. The time from filing of briefs to argument was cut in 
half, from 90 to 45 days.~ However, because it takes an ave~age 
of 160 days to obtain the complete record from the court below, 
the average. time from filing to disposition was reduced only by 
about 35 percent, from 410 to 260 days. 

(I 

, 

.. 
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some attorneys as a shift of work from counsel to judges, and was 

thus regarded on balance as the most significant failing of the 

program. The Sacramento program, requiring short briefs rather 

than preargument statements, resulted in no apparent increase in 

time required of judges. Although the judges in that program did 

not think the program resulted in reduced demands on their time,9 

they did like the program, thinking the briefs general~y shorter 

and more concise and focused. In light of the evidence that the 

b~efs were not, in fact, much shorter than they would have been 

under normal procedures. (see text at note 3 supra), it seems 

likely that reduced limits on brief length and on time for 'filing 

briefs may actually have led to more focused briefs, to the bene

fit of judges and at reduced cost to litigants •. 

Recommended Elements of a Successful 
Appeals Expediting Program 

Our evaluation suggests that 'it would be possible to con

struct a program involving reduced reliance on" written argument 

and greater reliance on oral argument that would function well in 

handling some portion of the civil caseload in a U.S. court of 

. 9. The evaluation report (Chapper & Hanson, supra note 2) 
:r:a~ses,s?me dou~t about this point. Although it says, "The 
Judges ~mpress~ons suggest that the total time spent on a case 
was n?t reduced.," ~t ~lso says. that "[j] udges see the program as 
enc;tb~~ng the~ to dl.spose of additional cases"(p. 708). The 
ab~ll.ty to d~spose of additional cases appears to be attributable 
to #n increase in the ability of support staff to prepare cases 
for the judges' attention. The court obtained an additional 
staff attorney to handle program cases, and that attorney was 
able to prepar7 preargument mell).orandums for these cases promptly 
enough to perm~t argument about one month after the briefs were 
completed. 
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appeals. This conclusion follows not only from the attitudes and 

suggestions of a number Ninth Circuit judges but also from the 

'I t that of the Ninth fact that. the Sacramento progra,m, simJ. ar 0 

t h t address problems encountered in Circuit but with differences , a 

Well received by both judges and the Ninth Circuit, has been 

counsel. 

, h CJ.'rcuJ.'t or another u.S. court of appeal~ Should the NJ.nt 

h experimentation with thi,s kind of choose to engage in furt er 

eVJ.'dence rev_iewed here suggests that such a<program program, the . 0 

should differ from the AWB program in two fundamental ways: 

1. The program should require couhsel to submit either sum-

I , th argument to be advanced and mary briefs (which out J.ne e 

J.'n cases relied upon) or convenbriefly summarize the holdings 

h limitation of no more than ten tional briefs, ~th a page-lengt 

or fifteen pag~. 
1 t d f invitat~on to" participate 2. Cases should be se ec e or 

on a case-by-case basis, without reliance on any in the program 

specific eligibility criteria, by a JU ge or , d experienced staff 

d' of the case based on either attorney who has a fair understan J.ng 

'th counselor a docketing statement a pre argument conference WJ. 

submitted by the appellant. 

h such a program can succeed, however, It seems unlike~y t at 

et First, the volunless certain 'additional requirements are m • 

ume of cases to be handled in the program must be significant. 

During the life of the AWB program, the average number of such 

by an J.'ndJ.'vidual Ninth Circuit judge was fewer than cases heard 

t 0 cases, some heard four~ several judges heard only one or w 

() 
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none. Infrequency of experience with a novel procedure can pre

clude effective adjustment to I'the novelty. Many Ninth Circuit 

judges must have felt uncomfortable approaching argument without 
~, .-;0 

the accustomed briefs, and the rarity of the experience may have 

prevented relief from that discomfort. In addition, the cost as-

sociated with the special administration of any novel procedure 

may not be justified when prorated over a mere handful of rela-

tively straightfort<lard civil appeals. Second, because there will 

always be some risk of including ill-suited cases in such a pro-

gram, the judges of the, court should be in a position and of a 

disposition to tolerate occasional failures. At least initially, 

the appropriateness of selecting certain cases for inclusion in 
the program will be uncertain. The circumstances must be such 

that the court can allow adequate time for working out the kinks 

that are inevitable in a selection process of this kind. 

Conclusion 

The conclusions we draw, from admittedly limited evidence 

and necessarily tentative analysis, are these: Although the 

Ninth Circuit's Appeals Without Briefs project encountered sig-, 

nificant problems in many cases, it was well received in others, 

and the problems appear to be remediable. Combining ,the results 

of the Ninth C~rcuit program with the SUccess of a qomparable 

program established in the Third District Court of Appeal in 

California, there is reason for optimism that this kind of pro

gram can function satisfactori+y, affording important benefits to 

litigants. Additional experimentation with this type of program 
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can therefore be recommended. If additional experiments are un

" 't may be best to proceed with an objective of dertaken, however, ~ 

the range of Cases for which such a program is suitdiscovering 

able rather than with an assumption that the program will be ap-

only to a relatively limited class of cases. plicab~e 

v 

Ii 

c, 

o 

o 

APPENDIX 

DATA FROM THE EVALUATION OF THE NINTH CIRCUIT'S 
APPEALS WITHOUT BRIEFS PROGRAM 

,j" 

Evaluation data were collected from several sources: 

1. The office of the clerk of court suppliedu~ each month 

with copies of the docketing statements required to be filed by 
Ji 

appellants in all civil appeals. These statements identified 

those cases that were included in the AWB program on the basis of 

information revealed in the docketing statement, identified the 

subset of cases in which counsel chose to remove the case fr~m. 

the program, and identified cases brought into the program upon 

stipulation by counsel. 

2. The staff attorneys' office sent us copies of the case 
D 

weight review forms completed by judges after oral argument in 

each case. These forms served to noti.fy us of both (a) the occur-
o 

II rence of argument in program casesCl and (b) the identity of cases 

heard under normal procedures that the judges indicated would 

have been suitable for handling under the Aw;e)lpr~gram • 

3. 
.)~ 

"..,.--I.~. , .i!. 

Questionnaire$Cewere s.ent by the evaluation team to coun-

sel in prqgram cases iinmedial~ely upon hotice that the case chad 
~:".7i1 

been argued. 

4 • Questionnaire,s were sent to counsel in cases identified 

by the judges as havingobeen suitable for AWB treatment. 
o 

.19 = 
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5. , weVre" pr'" OVl.' ded by court personnel to Questionn,al.res 
Q 

judges hearing AWB cases. , ( +-h" 

terminated by ,.,t he court durl.n9:~~",_,e The AWB program was . 

h ' cases that had entered course of the evaluation effort, w en many 

h' Components of the data the program were st~ll a\'lai ting earl.ng. 

collection effort thereafter terminated in a less-th,ap;:

disciplined manner, which very likely resulted in some loss of 

information (lack of questionnaires from judges, lack of notice 

had been argued or had reverted to normal that: a program case 

/i \ ) Our. counts of cases entering and proceeding procedu.r~f), etc. • 

program are therefore likely to be somewhat inaccuthrough the 

l.'t l.'S very unlikely that incompleteness of rate. Nonetheless, 

l.'n a.-ny dl.'stortion of the statistical picthe data has resulted 

tU're they reveal. 

Description of the Cases 

to 

of the AWB program, from July 1, 19BO, ",During the pendency 

Februat\~ 1,9 B 2 , 
/ .... \ n D 

90 cas~§ were Pla~~d in the p;ograrn on the basis of the dock-
eting statement, 1 d 

43 of these were removed upon request by counse , a~ 
~B entered the program upon! stipulation, leavl.ng 

55 ~:::: that actually partici.pated in the program. 
(.) 

The fifty-fiveprograJri' cases were distribu,ted by nature fJ<F issue 

as follows: 

19 socia:J. security 
14 habeas corpus 

5 immigration 
,:) 

3 civil rights 
2 labor () 

Federal Tort Cla~~s Act, jurisdic-4 miscellaneous (1 each: 
0 tion, securities, tax) 

B unknown ( "other" checked on form) • 
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The breakdown by nature of disposition belbw was as follows: 

23 summary judgment 
15' dismissal (4 for fai:.:;~ure to prosecute, 2 for failure to 

obey court order, 2 for f:ailure to state a claim, 1 for 
jurisdiction,U6 "other") 

5 agency order 
4 default judgment 
B unknown ("other" checked on form). 

Questionnaires from Judges 

Forty questionnaires pertaining to twenty-three program 
o 

cases were received "from judges. This brief questionnai~~ asked, 

six questions: how much ti~e argument. consumed, and ,how the judge 

would rate the AWB program, as applied to the instant case, ac

cordi:qg to five criteria. The m~an ,and median of the reported". 

lengt!l of oral arguments were each forty minutes.. The high and / 

low reported times were seventy and fifteen minutes. The judg~,s 
a ~ 

r= rated five aspects of the AWB ,program on a .?-point numerical / 

scale, where Swas a strongly affirmativ:,e response to the ques

tion (and favorable to the program), 3' was;neutral, and 1 was a 
0' ,) • II 

strongly negative response to the question" (and the program). 

Each que(~tion i~",listed below. The percentage o:f responses at 

each of "the,;~)five numerical levels is shown. below the correspond-
1'1 ;, . ~,~,' I~'~. rf;J 

ing number. 

(a) Are cases of this type suitab1.e :for the without.-briefs proce4ure? ~ 
.~ 

~f:firmati ve-:" 5 
(20%) 

4 
(23% ) 

3 
(1B%) 

2 
(25%) 

, 
1 .... -Negative 

(15%) 

(b) Was your experience" with the 2without-briefs procedure in this case satisfactory? 0 

Affirmative-- 5 
(lB% ) 

4 
(lB% ) 

iT 
3 

(23%) 
2 

(30% ) 

(\ 

1 --Negative 
(13%) 

-01 

''i ' 
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(c) Did the ~fithout-:;pfief,s procedure result 
ration by counsel \than w~SUld normal procedures? 

\\ '\ 
Affirmative-- 5 4 3 - 2 

o (13%) (10%) (45%) (25%c) 

in better prepa~ 

" 1 --Nega tive 
(13%) 

(d) Wilh,the total time you spend on this case be less than' 
it would be under normal procedures? 

Affirmativ~-- 5 
(5%) 

4 
(15%) 

3 
(28% ) 

2 
(23%) 

1 --Negative 
(30%) 

(e) If a future case presented similar issues~ would you 
prefer the without-briefs procedure? 

Affirmative-- 5 
(23% ) 

4 
(3% ) 

3 
(15%r 

2 
(25%) 

1 --Negative 
(35%) 

No relationships were apparent between the judges' questiqn

naire responses and the cha~acteristics of the <?ases reported on 

the docketing statement (Le:\. ". nature of is,sue and nature of dis

position). The ~~tent of j,udges ·'agreement, about the success of 

the AWBprogram in ~pecific cci:pes is based on sevent,een cases for 

which we obtained qu'estionnaire:\~ from two judges. For the ques

tion, "Was your experience withlhewithout-briefs procedur~ in 
?J 

this case satisfactory?" the responses for these seventeen cases 

were as follows: 
\\ 

In 4 cases, both j1Jdges responde~ positively. 
In 1 case~,: both responded neutra]ly. . 
In 3 cases, both responded negati v'ely. 'J 

In 3 cases, one judge responded po~itively and one negatively. 
In 3 cases, .one judge responded nedtrally and one positively. 
In 3 cases, one judge responded neutrally and one nega~ively. 

1 \ 
ThuS the judges' ratings agreed in eigh~ of the seventeen cases 

and disagreed in nine of the seventeen ca:~es. 
'::\ 

The· one reasonably evident trend in tile datarr;'as an, inyerse 

relationship betwEen length of oral argument .and the judges' rat-
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ings on the five scaled questions. Favorable ratings correlated 

with short argument time, unfavorable ratings with long argument 

time. Caution is needed in interpreting this trend, however, 

since it can be explained in two distinct ways: Extended time 

for argument may have produced judges' dissatisfaction with the 

process, or cases that were poorly prepared or inappropriate to 

the program may have resulted in both extended argument time and 

dissatisfaction with the program. 

Questionnaires from Counsel in Program Cases 
. 

Fqrty-seven questionnaires pertaining to thirty-two cases 
\ 

were received from counsel participating in AWB cases. c Of prin-. " 

cipal interest are anpwers to eight questions, five of which 
(! 'J _ 

asked counsel to comp?lre the without-briefs procedure with normal 
6 

procedures in regard to its' anticipated consequences 'for the ar-
,;, . 

gued case. The other three question~ sought counsel,' s general 

views of the program. The ques,tions' and answers are shown belo\'l, 

with the percentage of respondents selecting each answer shown in 

parentheses. 

(a) As to its success in allowing you to make your arguments 
effectively, was the without-briefs oral argument in this case: 

Very Good (53%) Satisfactory (32%) D Unsatisfactory (15%) 

(b) And, in this respect, was the without-briefs oral 
argument: . 

Better than would be expected in traditional, briefed 
argument (11%) 

About the same as would be expected in traditional, briefed 
argument (77%) 

Worse. than would be expected in traditional, brie fed 
argument (13%) 
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(c) As to its success in enabling the judges to understand, 
the issues on appeal, was the without-briefs procedure, including 
argument and abbreviated written submissions:d.l , 

Very Good (36%) 8atisfac~ory (38%) 
"=--~ 

Unsatisfactory (26%) 

(d) And, in this respect, was the without-briefs procedure: 

Better than would be expected in traditional, briefed 
argument (15%) 

About the same as would be expected in traditional, briefed 
argument (57%) 

. 
Worse than would be expected in traditional, briefed 

argument (28%p C 

(e) As to the time'you had to devote to the appeal, includ
ing argument and ~ll preparation time, did

0
the without-briefs 

procedure require: 

Less time than would normal procedures (89%) 
" 

About the same time as would normal procedures (9%) 

More time than would normal procedures (2%) 
; . 

(f) What is your general op1n10n of the Appeals Without 
Briefs procedure as implemented in the Ninth Cir9uit? 

A good idea (68 %) 

A promising idea, which mayor may not prove valuable (25%) 
c> 

An' idea of no particular merit or demerit (4%) 

A bad idea (2%) 

(g) Do you believe that there are cases before the Ninth 
,! Circuit for which oral argument with r~latively limited written 

Ii submissions would be a reasonable procedure? 

Yes (96%) No (4%) " 

(h) Do you believe that cases suitable for without-briefs 
argument can be accurately identified by classifications based on 
subject matter of the action below, nature of the issues pre-

o 

n 
J 
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J,.~nted on appeal, ahd/or nature of the judgment from which the 
fppeal ist"ken? 

No (9%) Probably Not (13%) Yes (79%) 

As positive as these questionnaire results appear, one must 

assume that given counsel's unfettered ability to remove a case 

from the program,' participants chose to partiCipate becau!3e they 

did not anticipate adverse consequences. Moreover, the respon

dents' favorable views do not appear to be based on a perception 

that the program was generally better than normal procedures (the 

program in genera!' seemed, to be regarded as good, as are normal 

procedures), but rather on the perception that it offered the 

particular advantage of requiring less time expenditure by 

counsel. 

Only the answers to question (d) contain any hi~t of sigpif

icant discontent on the part of counsel. T~L~~:teen of the forty

seven respondents rated the program WOI;:se than the traditional 

procedure in its ability to enable "the judges to understand the 

issues on appeal, ,I and fewer respondent.,s rated the program "very 
q 

good" in this regard than in any other area of inquiry. 

Questionnaires from Counsel in Nonprogram Cases Identifie~ 
",Judges as APpropr~ate for the Program 

By checking a box adjacent to the weighting scale on the 

calendar inventory form, judges identified 125 cases (all of 

which had been handled under normal procedures) as being appro

p:r:iate for the Appeals Without Briefs Program. It was apparent, 

however, that for some period of time some judges had not recog

nized the purpose of the box. So the figure of 125 is probably 
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an understatement of the number of cases heard during the lij:e of 

the AWB program thcLt might have been deemed sui table for the pro-

gram. Questionnaires were sent to dounsel in these 125 cases, 

generating response;s from 114 atto;1;:'ney,~ pertaining to 72 cases. 

Since the questionnaire was sent to counsel who could not be 

assumed to be familiar with the AWB program, the general nature 
1 ': 

of the program was describ~d in the cover letter, and some of the 

questions put to the respondents wE7renecessarily more gener~l 

than those put to counsel in progr:am cases. Three of the ques

tions were tailored as 910sely as possible ~o ones used on the 
(J • 

questionnaire to counsel in program cases (t, g, and h l.n the 

preceding section).! These questions. and the l?ercentage of re- ' 

spondents selecting,; each answer are as follows:· 

(fl) What is your generCl.l opinion of ~the concept of a~l?eals 
without briefs? (Note~ The questionnaire ~lsewhere exp~al.~ed ~ 
the gen~eral concept by reference to .. limi t.ed' wr:L tten sub~l.ssJ.ons, \J 
extended oral argument, and expedited ~earin~l nc;>t partl.cularly 
to the concept as implemented in the Nl.nth Cl.rcul.t.) 

. .' 
A good idea (21%) 

A promising idea, which mayor may not prove valuable ;{47%) 

An idea of no particular merit or demerit (13l1s) 

A bad idea (20%) 

(g') Do you believe that there are cases before the Ninth 
Circuit for which oral argument'with relatively limited written 
submissions would be a reasonable procedure? 

Yes (83%) No (17%) 

(h') Do you believe that case~ sui.tab1e fc;>r. w,~t~out-Qrlefs 
argument can be accurately identifl.edby classl.fl.c~tl.ons based on 
subject matter of the action below, nature of the l.ssues pre-

o 
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sented on appeal, and/or nature of the judgment from which the 
appeal is taken? ~ 

No (24%) Probably Not (36%) Yes (40%) 

In contrast to the counsel 'who participated in without

l;:lriefs argument, these respondents were decidedly less optimistic \j 

about the AWB concept. Their responses were nonetheless gener

ally favorable to the concept. The one clear contrast is that 

counsel in the "suitable candidate" cases were generally dubious 

of the idea that suitability for without-briefs argument could be 

determined in a manner like that employed in the AWB program (and 

reflected on the docketing statement) • The "dubious" responses 

could possibly be explained as resistance to the idea of auto

matic and manda'tory assignment of cases to the program, a possi

bility to which the question has obvious relevance. The general 
~ 

difference in responses from the two groups of attorneys should 

seem unsurprising to one who accep:t;:s the common wisdom that un

familiarity breeds fear or doubt • 

Earlier on the questionnaire~ we had asked counsel in these 

candidate cases, "Do you think that in this case you might have 

wanted a procedure involving limited written submissions, ex

tended oral argument, and expedited hearing?" The answers were: 

yes, 36%; no, 64%. As logic would almost dictate they must, 

those answering "yes" also gave positive answers to questions 

(f') and (g') (with two exceptions, all negative answers to these 

two questions came from the sixty respondents who answered "no" 
\\ 

to the question just quoted). There is no apparent relationship, 
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however, between the response~ to question (hi) and the "yes" and 

"no" answers to the above question. 

Both "yes" and "no" answers to the question quoted above 
... 'i 

were followed by "why?" and a list of possible reasons. The re

spondent was invited to check all reasons that applied. The re-

sponses are as follows: 

WHY YES (34 respondents): 

Would have resulted in faster disposition of the case (74%) 

Would have decreased amount of my time consumed by case (47%) 
';:. 

I am effective in oral argument (26%) 

Other (26%) 

WHY NO (60 respondents): 

Issues too complex or unfamiliar, briefin,s- necessary (53%) 

I am more comfortable relying 011 written; rather than ora,l, 
argument (32%) I) 

Expedition not desirable in this case (20%) 

Other (35%) 

It is notable that the" frequencies with which the variolls 

explanations were chosen conform closely to the perceptions of 

counsel participating in the program (in the case of the thirty-

four Ilyes" ans\<lers) and to the general aim of the program (in the 

case of the six·ty "nO~' answers). The respopdents who would have 
o -

wanted their cases to be handled by without-briefs argument were 

lured by the promise of expedited argument, and often expected 

that the procedure wquld have required less of their time thal'i 

normal procedures. The predominant reason for not wa~ting to ex-

(l 

~' 
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pose the identified case to without-briefs argument was that the 

issues were complex or unfamiliar. 

Finally, it should be not~d that the predominance 0 f "no·" 

answers to this question, combined with the most common explana-

tion of "why not," stands in apparent contrast to the views of 

the various judges who regarded these cases as appropriate for 

without-briefs argument (anq presumably did not think the issues 

were complex or unfamiliar). Although it may not be surprising 
00 

that judges and counsel would disagree about the complexity or 

familiarity of issues presented by a given case, thii disagree-
,,) 

ment presents a potential impediment to including significant 

numbers of cases in a future AWB program. If participation were 
" 

to be voluntary on the part of counsel, these questionnaire re-

suIts warn, that the court~s invitation to participate in such a 

program might be declineg in a substantial'proportion of cases. 
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